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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe and analyze a workshop developed for a
work training program called DataWorks. In this workshop, data
workers chose a topic of their interest, sourced and processed data
on that topic, and used that data to create presentations. Drawing from discourses of data literacy; epistemic agency and lived
experience; and critical race theory, we analyze the workshops’ activities and outcomes. Through this analysis, three themes emerge:
the tensions between epistemic agency and the context of work,
encountering the ordinariness of racism through data work, and understanding the personal as communal and intersectional. Finally,
critical race theory also prompts us to consider the very notions
of data literacy that undergird our workshop activities. From this
analysis, we ofer a series of suggestions for approaching designing
data literacy activities, taking into account critical race theory.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction
(HCI); HCI theory, concepts and models; • Social and professional
topics → Professional Topics; Computing education.
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INTRODUCTION

The feld of human-computer interaction (HCI) is beginning to
recognize that race and racism need to be considered in the design,
development, and deployment of technology. For example, some
research shows that pre-existing biases about race, politics, and gender, are often refected in technology, making it less usable and more
harmful to underrepresented minorities [24]. Other studies call for
HCI researchers to become attuned to issues of race by inviting the
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participation of historically underrepresented minorities in their
research activities and then actively combatting racial disparities
that are subsequently identifed [43]. Still others have demonstrated
the importance of critical race theory (CRT) as a methodology in
HCI, to help achieve fairness in algorithmic systems and data. CRT
interrogates systems and data from the perspective of who is served
through racial classifcations and who else has the power to create
them [25].
Ogbonnaya-Ogburu et al. highlight the pressing need to engage
with race in HCI, particularly through the application of CRT as a
lens to conduct research [43]. This paper draws from and extends
this body of research in a variety of ways. We leverage CRT as a
lens to conduct research to support equitable computing and data
practices in the context of everyday work. Namely, we describe and
discuss a series of workshops conducted with novice data workers
as part of DataWorks: a work training program for developing
entry-level skills in data science that aims to broaden participation
in the everyday work of computing. Through these workshops, data
workers explored issues of their choosing such as gentrifcation, gun
violence, and mental health by locating, analyzing, and formatting
data related to those issues.
These workshops were designed for a dual purpose. As part of
the work context, they were meant to enable the data workers to
develop and practice data skills. The workshops also provided an
opportunity for researchers to understand how the data workers’
lived experiences, including with race and racism, fgured into
novice data work. While we did not use CRT in the design of
the workshops, CRT was the framing perspective we used in our
analysis and interpretation of the workshops. This disjuncture has
proved useful, as it highlighted problematic assumptions in the
very framing of our research, prompting us to question notions of
data literacy and workforce development.
Our analysis of these workshops illuminates a set of assumptions and dilemmas at the junction of lived experience, race, and
data literacy. We suggest that responses to these assumptions and
dilemmas will enable us and others to move towards understanding
and fostering equitable computing and data practices in the context
of everyday work. The assumptions and dilemmas identifed are
certainly limited, because they emerged from a preliminary project.
Nonetheless, they make a meaningful contribution to the growing
body of work at the intersection of HCI and CRT.
We begin by briefy discussing eforts to broaden participation in
computing and describe the DataWorks program. Next, we review
related work on data literacy, lived experience and epistemic agency,
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and critical race theory. A description of our methods follows, including how we leveraged CRT in our analysis of how we designed
the workshops, which serve as the empirical basis of this paper. We
then illustrate key themes from our analysis of these workshops,
as well as from critical refection on the research process and the
DataWorks program. We conclude by highlighting key implications
and limitations of our work that draw from and extend existing
eforts to integrate HCI and CRT.

2 MOTIVATION & BACKGROUND
2.1 Broadening Participation in Computing
For decades, United States researchers and practitioners have
sought to broaden participation in computing [21, 46]. One of their
important goals has been to increase the number of Black Americans in computing felds by improving the pipeline of potential
computer science students. However, while these eforts have been
in place since the early 2000’s, there has not been a measurable
impact on the percentage of Black Americans majoring in computing felds. Consistently over the past two decades, only 3.6% of
undergraduate degrees in computing have been awarded to Black
Americans [7]. There have been isolated eforts to sustain computing engagement with minoritized youth through opportunities such
as jobs [14], robotics clubs [67], and paid participation in advance
placement (AP) coursework [18]. But these unique, high-touch
programs are expensive and difcult to replicate. More frequently,
we see programs that seek to change youths’ opinions on what
computing is and what it can do as a way to build their interest
in computing [41, 46], make computing personally relevant [17],
and tie computing to their culture [33]. While such programs are
necessary to build an interest in computing, there is little evidence
of their long-term impact when they are not coupled with other
ongoing high-touch eforts. This literature informs our work in this
paper because it suggests that looking at the lived experiences of
young people from historically minoritized communities—how they
engage with data, how they perceive their communities in data, and
how they see themselves in the technology workplace—can tell us
about concrete and pragmatic ways to engage them in computing.

2.2

What is DataWorks?

Recently, many models have been proposed to develop training
programs that “skill up” workers to work with data and contribute
to a data-driven economy. Many of these models take the form of
virtual data science courses or bootcamps, such as those provided by
General Assembly (see: https://generalassemb.ly/). These courses or
bootcamps are typically not free, nor are they designed for people
from historically minoritized and underrepresented backgrounds.
Other models, such as Data Science for All/Empowerment, are explicitly designed for such people, but continue to take the form
of virtual coursework taught by university faculty on weekends
or evenings [8]. More recently, organizations such as the National
Science Foundation (NSF) have proposed innovative models incorporating data science fundamentals at Historically Black Colleges
and Universities (HBCUs) [62]. However, these models remain early
in development and continue to use formal coursework as a means
to engage underserved communities in data work.
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DataWorks draws insights from these programs to develop a
new type of model for providing data services to companies and
non-proft organizations through a workplace training program
housed within universities. Namely, DataWorks employs people
from historically minoritized and underrepresented communities
to learn basic data work such as cleaning, formatting, and labeling datasets submitted by companies and non-proft organizations.
Moreover, DataWorks also draws insight from informal learning
programs, such as Glitch Game Testers [15], that leverage principles
of legitimate peripheral participation [36] to develop a community
of practice centered around work with data, and structure expertnovice relations as data workers enter and progress through the
DataWorks program.
Our motivation for creating DataWorks is two-fold. The frst motivation for creating DataWorks is to develop a model for training
members of historically minoritized and underrepresented communities in entry-level data science skills as a pathway to long-term,
full-time employment. In this context, we use the term “minoritized” after the work of Roderic Crooks, who developed it to signal
that these communities have been subjugated through actions and
systems of oppression [10]. The second motivation for creating
DataWorks is to develop a workplace training model that supported
sustained research into the contextual qualities of data science in
an authentic work environment. Through these eforts, we aim
to develop new approaches to data science that acknowledge and
respect diverse subjectivities, and do not just reproduce the white,
male, heteronormative hegemony of data science.
Our work in this paper focuses on the frst DataWorks program
launched at Georgia Institute of Technology, a large public technology university located in the U.S. South. This program was formally
launched in January 2020 with the goal of being self-sustaining and
scalable by the end of 2021. Thus, this paper reports on research
about the frst four data workers hired in this program. These data
workers were hired as temporary employees and paid a competitive
hourly wage ($15 per hour) for 20 hours of work a week. The cohort
included three women and one man, all Black and aged between
19-26 years old.

3 RELATED WORK
3.1 Data Literacy
Our goal for the four individuals employed in the DataWorks program was for them to see data as the object of a mechanical process,
or a series of data moves [66], while simultaneously preserving the
dataset’s original context. Understanding data from mechanical and
sociotechnical perspectives required developing their basic data
literacy, along with critical data literacy.
Owing to its transdisciplinary nature, data literacy has varying defnitions. In the information science feld, data literacy is
understood as the process guiding information retrieval, while in
statistics the same term is applied to analytic skills associated with
reading and interpreting information [56]. Koltay also discusses
how literacy, once a straightforward foil to illiteracy, is now diffcult to defne in today’s expansive digital landscape [34]. Clegg
et al. clarifed data literacy within the CHI community, specifying
two major groupings of defnitions: frst, as a subset of information
literacy, emphasizing the discovery and use of relevant data; and
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second, as fuency in the core concepts and methods of data science
[6]. Work focused on developing data literacy skills is frequently
stratifed by this division, as well as two specifc student maturity
levels: K-12 and professional students. There is extensive research
on and implementation of instruction for K-12 students in proper
consumption of insights and visualizations generated from data,
following the informed citizen theory [20, 68]. For professional
students, there has been research on understanding data literacy as
an outgrowth of technical data science skills [22, 31] in addition to
the many for-proft educational eforts (e.g., General Assembly and
other “coding bootcamps”). Professional data science practitioners
are commonly instructed in the fner technical details of the data
lifecycle, or the generation of new data-driven insights, of which
data literacy is seen as an extension [35, 55, 61]. Eforts to integrate
these two subsets of data literacy seem to appear only in courses
ofered in higher education [23, 30, 32], making them inaccessible
to people engaging in data work at an entry level due to time and
fnancial constraints.
There is an aspect of power to data that is not commonly defned
as part of basic data literacy, which Tygel & Kirsch labeled critical
data literacy [64]. They adapted Paulo Freire’s literacy method to
explore digital inclusion and advocacy since the computing revolutions of the mid-2000s, citing data’s ability to empower [64].
There are two key functions of critical data literacy. First, applying
critical data literacy requires understanding the data’s origins and
acquisition, along with the positions and perspectives of everyone
who touches that data—or the “infrastructural black boxes” [48]—to
give a more nuanced view of what the data actually represents.
For example, Loukissas explores how data is the product of place,
but is commonly understood only as representations of place [38];
Taylor et al. further discuss the role of physical and social geography in shaping data [63]; and D’Ignazio and Klein show how
implicit assumptions about neutrality and objectivity are baked
into data’s very defnition, resulting in the neglect of important
actors and prerogatives [11]. Critical data literacy can thus be used
to understand data more fully as the product of complex societal
factors.
Second, critical data literacy promotes fnding, analyzing, and
presenting data to substantiate or promote a new or clarifed narrative. W. E. B. Du Bois’ data portraits, for example, utilized data to
disrupt the common conceptions of White Americans about their
Black peers, and provide a more realistic and nuanced discussion of
their experiences [2]. Similarly, Criado-Perez utilizes a more contextualized interpretation of common societal statistics to exemplify a
consistent bias against women [47]. Other re-evaluated accounts
of technical innovation from the lens of socioeconomic status [61]
and race [42] exemplify this aspect of critical data literacy. Onuoha
even uses a lack of available data to explore blind spots or gaps in
our prevailing narratives about various social issues [44].
Altogether, our goal in the workshops described in this paper
was to help the data workers to see data from both mechanical
(data literacy) and sociotechnical (critical data literacy) perspectives. Through the mechanical perspective, we anticipated they
would learn about the process—the series of steps—applied while
interacting with data during the workshops. By pairing this mechanical perspective with one that is sociotechnical, we expected
the data workers to gain insight into how social structures and
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factors may have impacted the data presented. We hoped that combining these two perspectives would provide the data workers with
the heightened ability to examine data beyond its fnal format. As
the implications of critical data literacy and its key concepts are relatively new, there exists limited work on how to build this skillset,
especially in professional settings. For example, Hautea, Dasgupta,
and Hill explore the critical data literacy skills of young students
exploring data analyses in and about the Scratch programming language [29]. However, a key feature of this work is that it exists in
an environment built for inquiry, while professional environments
often are not. Our work addresses this gap by providing insight
into what challenges a critical data literacy educational program
faces, particularly in the professional context, by asking the data
workers to collect and analyze data on topics that were personal
and important to them, in an efort to engage them in this critical
extension of common data literacy.

3.2

Leveraging Personal Data to Support Lived
Experiences and Epistemic Agency

This research also draws from an emerging body of work related to
data literacy from the feld of the Learning Sciences that suggests
leveraging personal relationships to data provides powerful ways
to engage learners across disciplines including computer science.
For example, as Lee describes, within a statistics education context,
“Personal activity data (PAD) obtained from activity trackers has the
potential to stimulate thinking about statistics in a way that other
forms of data, even other real data, cannot. Because the data come
from the students’ own activities, they are intimately familiar with
them and able to reason about patterns and variations in the data
based on their own experience” [37]. Similarly, Hautea, Dasgupta,
and Hill illustrate, within a social computing context, novel designs
for children that engage youth in critical data science by leveraging
public data about children’s own learning and social interactions
online [29]. Likewise, our prior work has developed a method called
Mapping Self in Society (formerly Re-Shape) that allows students
to collect, process, and visualize their own physical movement data
in ways that support critical refection and coordinated classroom
activities about data, data privacy, and human-centered systems for
data science [59].
In educational contexts, the motivations for this new body of
work include calls for K-12 education to broaden learners’ epistemic
agency within classrooms. For example, as Hardy et. al state, “we
must broaden the sense of epistemic agency in science education to
include students’ engagement with aspects of activity relevant to
prior knowledge, identities, areas of expertise and desired learning
trajectories” [27]. Miller et. al defne epistemic agency as “students
being positioned with, perceiving, and acting on, opportunities to
shape the knowledge building work in their classroom community” [40]. Epistemic agency is important for learners to develop a
personal approach to learning and acquire knowledge that is meaningful to them. An aspect of epistemic agency may be skepticism
or criticality towards standard processes or content of learning.
Taken together, the workshops we describe and analyze in this
paper leveraged learners’ alignments with personal data to recognize their lived experiences and provide them with epistemic
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agency to participate in meaningful knowledge construction outside of the K-12 education system. In particular, instead of applying
the construct of epistemic agency in the classroom, we sought to
apply it in the context of the workplace. Similarly, by centering
the lived experience of the data workers and allowing them to set
the topics and purposes of what data they selected and why, we
intended to provide the conditions for epistemic agency. As data
novices underrepresented in computing and data-related felds, we
sought to examine how the data workers’ identities may or may
not have afected their role as data workers, as well as how they
engaged with data. Likewise, the design of the workshops described
in this paper encouraged each data worker to bring the context of
their experiences, along with their identities, to choose topics that
were important to their personal or community interests. In other
words, our work builds upon the aforementioned research, and
positions the data workers as experts of their lived experiences, so
they are the closest to a solution (in this context—a data solution) to
the problem. In the context of the workplace, we sought to compare
how the conditions of epistemic agency would help them to devise
a data process of their own using data personally relevant to their
own experiences.

3.3

Critical Race Theory

Our work in this paper is deeply motivated and informed by Critical Race Theory. In their paper “Critical Race Theory for HCI,”
Ogbonnaya-Ogburu et al. discussed how CRT can be adapted in
HCI research as a perspective for race-conscious eforts [43]. We
draw directly from their work and recommendations to use CRT as
a lens to analyze, interpret, and question the workshops presented
in this paper, the DataWorks program, and the very concept of data
literacy. In other words, CRT is a race-conscious way to frame our
refections on what it means to support equitable computing and
data practices in the context of everyday work.
Developed in the 1970s, Critical Race Theory (CRT) began to take
root when legal scholars and activists noticed that the advances of
the Civil Rights Movement appeared to be retracting [12]. Delgado
and Stefancic describe CRT as a movement, specifcally “a collection
of activists and scholars engaged in studying and transforming the
relationship among race, racism, and power” [12]. Not only did it
focus on societal issues of race and ethnicity—CRT extended these
issues into a broader perspective. It often related race to its position
within the contexts of education, history, and self-interests.
With roots in critical legal studies and feminism, CRT analyzes
and challenges the structures of what is proclaimed to be liberal and
question its foundations, guided by several key tenets and themes.
One of the founding CRT scholars, Derrick Bell, wrote about how
critical race theorists do not necessarily condemn liberal ideology.
However, he believed they were “highly suspicious of the liberal
agenda, distrust its method, and want to retain what they see as a
valuable strain of egalitarianism which may exist despite, and not
because of, liberalism” [3]. Bell ultimately argued that the work
of CRT would make way for legitimacy and justifcation that it
deserved.
Contemporary themes of CRT include interest convergence, material determinism, racial realism, revisionist history, critiques of
liberalism, and structural determinism [13]. Furthermore, these
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themes can be divided into more distinct tenets, which are acknowledged by many critical race theorists [12]. These tenets include:
• Racism is ordinary, not aberrational—when not acknowledged, there is little room to address it
• Interest convergence—notions of advancement for Black people are often agreed upon or sought after due to the advancement of white interest
• Social construction—race is a product built by societal
thought and categorization
• Unique voices of color—race amplifes the experiences and
thoughts of those who have been oppressed, so that their
unique perspectives can be shared
Over time, CRT scholarship has expanded beyond civil rights
work and legal scholarship and been applied to diferent disciplines—
examining and challenging how these disciplines were constructed.
The themes and tenets mentioned above have infuenced disciplines including education and the social sciences. Recently, there
is a growing body of work in HCI that leverages CRT as a lens to
analyze research in computing. Ogbonnaya-Ogburu et al.’s recent
work illustrates one such efort [43]. Another efort is the research
of Hanna et. al in their paper, “Towards a Critical Race Methodology in Algorithmic Fairness,” which acknowledges and takes a
deeper look into how race is embedded in algorithmic systems
[25]. Namely, they demonstrate how oftentimes, we consider how
race is amplifed unjustly through these algorithmic systems, but
rarely do we consider how the categorization of race can assist in
amplifying these injustices. Therefore, it is important to recognize
and be cognizant of the structural and institutional factors of race
in algorithms, so we can adequately measure what fairness is. The
authors share how race is more than just an attribute; it should
be treated as the root of “a structural, institutional, and relational
phenomenon” that highlights the prominent aspects of algorithmic
unfairness.
Another area of HCI work that is infuenced by CRT is the rethinking of intersectionality in HCI research. For example, Rankin
and Thomas write about the importance of citing not only Black
scholars or women, but to specifcally cite Black women in scholarly work and acknowledging the work and challenges of Black
women’s intersectional identities. Coined by Kimberlé Crenshaw
in 1993, the term intersectionality rose to draw attention to how
Black women were experiencing discriminatory housing and legal practices [52]. Rankin and Thomas, in their paper, describe
how recognizing the deep and true history of intersectionality is
important when engaging in this analysis. They also share how
intersectionality has been greatly informed by CRT, primarily in its
stance that “when it comes to social inequality, people’s lives and
the organization of power in a given society are better understood
as being shaped not by a single axis of social division, be it race or
gender or class, but by many axes that work together and infuence
each other” [52].
As these examples show, CRT is central to the dialogues in HCI
around race, racism, and equity. In our following analysis, interpretation, and critical refection, we use CRT tenets to identify
assumptions and dilemmas at the junction of lived experience, race,
and data literacy that improve the DataWorks program. This work
serves as an example of how CRT tenets can be used as both an
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analytical lens and a structure for equitably building future work
and education programs.

4

METHODS

This section outlines the design and ethnographic methods used
to gather and analyze data from the workshops that serve as the
empirical basis of this paper. We include a discussion on the role
of design workshops in research, limitations of design workshops
as a method, and discuss how the methodology of design research
impacted our workshops. To conclude this section, we acknowledge
our position in this work and how it infuences our subsequent
analysis.
Our research combines design and ethnographic methods. We
developed a series of workshops (detailed in section 5) in which the
data workers identifed a topic of interest, collected data related to
that topic, analyzed the data, and produced and shared a presentation communicating their interpretation of the data. Throughout
these workshops, we took feld notes and documented workshop
activities with audio, video, and photographs. In addition, we conducted semi-structured interviews with each data worker before
and after the workshops, and we conducted a group interview with
3 of the 4 data workers.
Qualitative analysis was conducted by four of the authors, who
read the interview transcriptions and watched the presentations,
to identify themes and patterns. Subsequently, the research team
discussed the themes and patterns collaboratively and iteratively,
identifying and refning themes over the course of several meetings.
Based upon this initial analysis and discussion, the team identifed
CRT as a lens for analysis. The frst author then reviewed the
interview transcriptions, videos of the workshops and presentation,
and other documentation—such as images and drawings—using
CRT as an analytic lens. Data was then presented to and discussed
with the whole research team during multiple meetings using CRT
as an organizing principle with an emphasis on the CRT tenets
to further develop categories and themes. Three themes emerged
related to CRT:
• Tensions between epistemic agency, critical data literacies,
and the work context
• Encountering race, racism, and its ordinariness, through data
work
• The personal is communal and intersectional.
The frst author created narratives for the four data workers
that demonstrated examples of these three themes in each of the
data workers workshop experiences. The authors returned to the
interview transcripts and the presentations to identify how the
themes were supported or refuted, and to refect on the implications
of the themes in the context of the workshop and the DataWorks
environment. Narratives were refned to select examples that best
articulated the themes.
Design workshops are common in HCI research, and often draw
from practices of participatory design and codesign. The format of
the design workshop brings about both challenges and opportunities. As Rosner et al. noted, “when design workshops act as research
instruments, they shift the form and character of collaborative work”
and move us “from knowing to doing” [54]. However, such workshops can also be exclusionary, either because of who is invited
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to participate or because of how the activities of participation are
designed [28, 54].
With these challenges and opportunities in mind, we developed
the workshops analyzed in this paper as casual activities, with
the intent of providing the opportunity for the data workers to
determine how they wanted to pursue these activities. While we
did establish and follow a general structure through a sequence of
workshops, we did not pre-determine the specifcs of data practice.
For instance, we did not dictate how data workers would source
their data, what kinds of analysis they would do on the data, or what
the topic of their inquiry would be. Moreover, to respect their status
as employees, these projects were meant to enable the data workers
to practice their skills in data work in an authentic environment,
which was the basis of their employment.
Prior to providing a detailed accounting of the structure of these
workshops, it is important to acknowledge that the workshops
were conceptualized and facilitated by the frst author of the paper
who is a Black American Ph.D. student at an R1 university with
an educational background in computer science. Additionally, this
student collected most of the workshop data and was the closest
in age to the data workers, being one to seven years older than
each data worker. The additional authors of the paper are all white
Americans, three of whom hold faculty and research positions at
universities and one who is a Ph.D. student. Their areas of expertise include learning sciences, data visualization, and participatory
design. These authors, with the exception of the Ph.D. students,
are much older than the data workers, and while they did engage
weekly with the data workers, it was primarily through management and training roles.

5

THE WORKSHOPS

The workshops consisted of seven two-hour sessions, with one
workshop approximately every week during February and March
of 2020. The workshops took place at the end of the data worker’s
shift, so for that day, these two hours were the fnal hours of their
four-hour workday. The data workers were paid for the time they
spent in the workshop and the activities were treated as part of
their weekly work. Six out of the seven sessions were held on a
university campus in the DataWorks ofce space. The space was
large, modern, and open, with workstations, a communal worktable,
and whiteboards around the room. For group discussions, data
workers gathered at the center ofce table while activities requiring
computers was completed at their work desks. The fnal session,
the presentations, were conducted virtually due to the COVID-19
pandemic. For most of the workshops, we focused on scafolding
the process by providing the data workers with a general structure
and sequence to guide them. This sequence was outlined through
four steps to 1) specify a problem, 2) fnd applicable data, 3) analyze
and organize the data, and 4) communicate the data. At the end
of this process data workers further communicated the data by
leading a fnal presentation to an audience that included researchers,
academics, and clients.

5.1

Activity 1: Specify a Problem

In the frst activity of the workshops, the facilitator (the frst author)
introduced a multi-week project—using data to address topics that
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were meaningful to the data workers—by asking them to share
issues that were important to them and why. Notably, within seconds, the data workers enthusiastically began sharing a wide range
of topics. The topics at frst refected issues that often make the
news, such as gun violence, trafc, and homelessness. With time,
more personal topics, such as mental illness, wellness, and time
management emerged.
After this initial discussion, each data worker was given a storyboarding worksheet with a series of questions to guide them in
thinking through how they might use data to address a topic of
interest. To scafold this process, the facilitator introduced an example problem space: how to gather data to help determine where
and how to build a grocery store for their community. The data
workers helped complete the storyboarding worksheet, sharing
what information they did and did not know about the problem,
and what data could be useful to address the problem. The example
was intended to enable the data workers to shift their mindset from
the topic alone to how data could be applied to the topic.
Each data worker was then given ten minutes to complete the sixquestion storyboarding worksheet about an issue they had selected.
Once they flled it out with their initial thoughts, we discussed the
topics they chose and their answers to the remaining questions on
the sheet. We asked each data worker “Why did you choose this
problem?” and “How would you address this problem with the data?”
While some data workers listed local community institutions (such
as schools) as resources to gather data, others did not know how and
where they could fnd the data necessary to address their selected
topic. We paused, then allotted 30 minutes for them to do a quick
online search for applicable data. They each initially started their
search on Google’s search engine by typing in keywords associated
with their topic along with the word “statistics.” After 30 minutes,
we reconvened as a group and discussed the data they found.

5.2

Activity 2: Find Applicable Data

In the second week, we convened again at the communal table.
Building from the prior week, the goal of this activity was to fnd
data applicable to their chosen topic. What counted as “applicable
data” was open to their interpretation.
To begin this activity, each data worker returned to their storyboarding worksheets from the week prior and shared a recap of
what was written. The purpose of these recaps was to convey to the
data workers the importance of iterating throughout the data process. The discussions which took place in the latter part of the frst
activity could have changed some of the responses written on the
storyboarding worksheet during the beginning part of the activity.
Therefore, we wanted to invite space to discuss these changes.
Listening carefully to each data worker’s responses, the facilitator wrote key points on the whiteboard about their projects,
including what they knew about the problem and if anything had
changed. The group also discussed what additional data sources
needed to be added. For the next hour, data workers returned to
their desks to fnd additional data and were asked to format that
data so it would be readily accessible for presenting. After searching
for data, the group reconvened at the common table for 10 minutes
to discuss the data they found, the format in which they found it,
and what process they used to fnd it.
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This activity facilitated an important discussion about how the
data was formatted (e.g., in Excel or text format). Of note, each
data worker organized their data into a Microsoft Word document
through the copy/paste feature rather than in what our team considered more “accessible” formats such as Excel. We hoped the
data workers, who already had several weeks of training in data
preparation and cleaning, would transfer that knowledge to their
own projects. However, this did not happen. We realized that we,
as researchers, must recognize how the social locations of the data
workers (including economic status) infuenced their choice to organize the data they gathered into Microsoft Word. Their choice
could depend on several factors, like ease of use, time constraints,
and level of knowledge about the tool. This fnding helped us to
recognize that in order for the data workers to be able to apply
the skills they were strengthening during trainings, they would
need further instruction on how to gather and format the data
with a diverse set of tools, depending upon how they wanted to
communicate or share the data.

5.3

Activity 3: Share this Data

In week three, the facilitator emphasized to the data workers why
organizing data is considered important, and how to organize their
data in a desired format. While gathered at the communal table,
the group revisited the roundtable discussion employed during
the frst activity. For ten minutes, the data workers shared many
ideas about how to communicate data (e.g., through social media,
newspapers, billboards, email, paper fyers, and television commercials). There was no mention of computational examples of how
data was shared. The facilitator then showed online examples of
how to communicate data, including typical news media use of
graphics, video, along with narrative storyboarding that used data
and murals that blended artistic interpretation with data in public
spaces. These visualizations engaged the data workers, prompting
questions about the data, and inspiring them to create their own
visual data representations, rather than coping and pasting from
existing sources.
For 30 minutes, the data workers returned to their personal
workspaces to search for ideas and examples of how they would
like to share the data. They were encouraged to think about what
data needed to be gathered and how it needed to be formatted
to ft how they wanted to communicate the data. During our 15minute discussion at the end of the activity we found that most
data workers chose to use charts and graphs to share their data.
Creating charts and graphs was new for each of them, but they
were excited to fgure out how.

5.4

Activity 4: Communicate this Data

Original plans were for the fourth week to be the fnal week of work,
and the ffth week to be presentations. However, more time was
needed for the data workers to engage in the experience of creating
visualizations and presentations, which was a new experience for
them. Therefore, we extended activity four from just one week to
three weeks. During these last 3 sessions, the data workers were told
to allocate two hours of their day further researching their topic,
fnding relevant data and reformatting it for the fnal presentations.
The data workers would often alternate between their client work
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for the DataWorks program and their project. This self-regulation
turned out to be efcient for the data workers. The facilitator was
present during the usual workshop time of 11 AM-1 PM each week
to answer any questions, and other team members were also present
at other times.
Working on their projects individually while asking questions
allowed the data workers to consider what would be important to
share with the team after gathering their data. Condensing their
fndings into a presentation format and selecting certain data to
share was challenging for them. Most of them needed to enter the
text data they had gathered into Excel sheets, so it could be better
understood visually through a bar or line graph, which caused
them to refect on how they collected data. They also used online
resources to teach themselves how to make charts and graphs, and
learn basic spreadsheet skills.

5.5

Final Presentations

To further communicate their data with others, each data worker
was given eight to ten minutes to present their fndings to an audience that included researchers, university professors, and clients.
These presentations were conducted virtually through video conferencing software. These presentations were organized to provide
the data workers experience with professional presentations, and
give them an authentic motivation for gathering appropriate data
and communicating it clearly. The presentations were also a way
for the whole team—from incoming masters students to senior
faculty—to see the data workers talk about issues they cared about,
share advice, give encouragement, and build community across the
DataWorks project team. We intended for these to be in-person
presentations with a celebratory feeling. However, just before the
data workers were ready to present, the university issued stay at
home orders in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Organizing
and scheduling the online video conference was challenging, as
several workers did not have reliable access to technology or internet connections at home. The presentations were held two weeks
later than anticipated, and in two sessions rather than one. Three
data workers presented in the frst session, with a large audience
of nine people. The fourth data worker presented two weeks later
with a smaller audience of fve.
Despite these challenges the presentations were successful. They
started with the facilitator modeling professional skills, thanking everyone joining, and encouraging them to provide helpful feedback.
Then the facilitator outlined the structure of the presentations, time
available to present, and an overview of the workshop’s objectives
and goals. The data workers presented their work, expressing that
they were nervous through words or actions, and the guest gave
positive feedback while asking questions to encourage the data
workers to look more critically at the data.

6

WORKSHOP FINDINGS

In this section, we discuss three primary themes that emerged from
our analysis of data we collected during these workshops in ways
that allow us to critically refect on our research, our notions of
data literacy, and the DataWorks program. For each theme, we use a
detailed analysis of one data worker to make connections between
their choice of topic and their experiences sourcing, formatting,
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and presenting the data. Then, we characterize other data workers’
experiences, and raise questions and considerations about data literacy that we return to at the end of this paper. A primary motivation
in doing so is to examine data literacy in relation to these themes,
and present how the data workers approach data literacy from a
diferent perspective. Notably, three of four of the topics selected
by the data workers are imbricated with issues of race in the United
States: gentrifcation, gun violence, and access to mental health
resources. The fourth topic, bullying, is not so clearly imbricated
with race, but does refect the lived experience of the data worker
who pursued this topic. These themes also reveal the tentative relationship between the skills the data workers learned through their
training in the DataWorks program and their personal projects.

6.1

Tensions Between Epistemic Agency,
Critical Data Literacies, and The Work
Context

Chase is in her early 20s, and a resident of the English Avenue
neighborhood. While this neighborhood is vibrant, it has also suffered systematic neglect since the “white fight” of the 1960s and
1970s. Chase is lively and vivacious, often engaging in animated
conversations with the other data workers. Once the work began,
Chase often adopts a leadership role by leading calls with clients.
She is also the DJ, and enjoys setting a vibe for the ofce by playing
old-school 90s jams. Chase has a self-assured presence, perhaps
because she had worked at the university as a temporary worker
assisting a lead administrator in a department on campus.
For her personal data project, Chase had many ideas to begin
with, and settled on the topic of mental health. More specifcally,
she was concerned about the benefts of free therapy for teens and
young adults, and the lack of such resources in her community.
When asked why she picked this topic, she shared that members of
her family dealt with mental illness, but they did not go to therapy.
She set about collecting data on mental health in the United States,
specifcally looking at mental health issues in diferent populations.
But, similar to many of the personal data projects, her focus shifted
based upon the data she was able to locate. She ultimately focused
on suicide as a particular mental health issue. Her presentation
used data from several sources to make an argument for the pervasiveness of mental health issues, and the need for more resources
in her community.
After the workshop, we asked the data workers about how they
approached their personal project, and how it was similar to and
diferent from their paid work. Chase’s response was typical:
“I feel like the steps that we did, like, look at what was
in front of us, even though it was blank, like, we had
you give us questions, and then, you know, fnd the
data. That’s what we did with our, you know, other,
you know, stuf that we worked on. We found the data.
Either we looked at other spreadsheets or we looked
at, you know, government sites, and then we talked
about, how did we want to present it, like, um, did we
want to arrange it this way, that way, this order, you
know, and then we presented it to them. So I feel like
the steps were the same but I do totally agree on how
we went about it is diferent.”
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Like Chase, another data worker, Jordan, told us the process
she used for this project mimicked processes she used in her other
data work. Jordan is in her late teens and a resident of the English
Avenue neighborhood. Jordan is soft spoken, and exudes a creative
spirit through sharing, writing, and art. While Jordan generally
allowed other voices to dominate conversation, others listened attentively when she did talk. On Jordan’s desk is a task board given
by her much-admired sister—a student attending a Historically
Black University—surrounded by cute, brightly-colored stufed animals. In response to the same question we asked Chase, Jordan
shared:
“It’s kinda similar I mean even though these were personal things, we still had to do research on it. It’s like
with [name omitted] somebody came in and talked to
us about it and we still kinda like had to go out on our
own and just look it up and fnd out like the diferent
information and like how we stored the information
we used PowerPoints in this one and the other one we
used Excel spreadsheets but it was it’s pretty much
the same when you think about it.”
What Chase and Jordan seem to be describing in their responses
is that that the topic and presentation of their personal project,
but not the process, was open to their interpretation. In general,
they discussed their processes vaguely, without distinction or interpretation. The language they used matched the general process
presented to the data workers at the beginning of the workshop
to explain core methods of data literacy. Our goal was that the
data workers would use this general process as a starting point
and that together we would examine how to revise this process for
their projects. While the workshops were able to teach this general
process for data work, in this deeper exploration, the data workers
did not deviate from or question the process. Thus it seems the
structure of the workshop did not, in fact, provide the conditions
for epistemic agency, such that the data workers could develop
their own personal approaches to data work.
In addition to there not being evidence that the data workers
developed their own personal approaches to data work, we found
no evidence that the data workers brought their critical perspectives
to the data they gathered. In all the presentations, they accepted the
data as fact without questioning its source, methods for collection,
or the analysis used to interpret it. In Chase’s case, this lack of
criticality was expressed in an exchange between one of the authors
and Chase after her presentation on mental health resources. In the
course of that presentation, Chase presented data on suicide rates,
broken down by gender and race, saying:
“This is a chart that I made, and this data came from
the state of mental health in America website and
this is 2020 data, so this is actually new or updated.
So this is suicide rates by age and we have female
ages and male ages and as you can see the males are
higher than the females. Which was kinda surprising
to me, but also not, because males tend to not get their
feelings out, or was raised to not get their feelings out,
or talk about their feelings to people. So they hold all
their anger in, or they hold how they feel in so that
carries on with them and it takes a toll on them. So
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it’s not really surprising to me that its higher than
females. And females tend to like carry on things and
try to overcome things because we’re very strong so
I just feel like it’s not surprising that their numbers
are higher.”
After presenting these statistics, one of the authors asked Chase
if the data represented completed suicides or attempted suicides.
Chase paused, realizing this was a perspective she had not considered, and recognized that those numbers might be quite diferent. Throughout most of the other presentations, we saw a similar
pattern. In projects concerning gun fatalities, gentrifcation, and
bullying (projects that will be described in the following sections),
the data workers presented data without interpretation or understanding the context of the numeric fndings. For instance, the data
workers did not account for the diference between per capita and
total numbers. As Jordan shared in her fnal presentation:
“And 1 in 3 students are likely to be bullied in school,
30% of students surveyed have admitted to being the
bully, and 70% of students recorded are bystanders...
What I learned from this information is that there are
more bystanders than there are of those being bullied.
So if [we] were to like make bullying more aware to
the 70%, we can make a safety net for those who are
being bullied and ... be able to stop it. At least that’s
what I believe.”
Accepting numeric data as a fact without questioning if it is
ethical, accurate or distorted is common. For instance, Acker et. al
[1] discuss how young people understand the data lifecycle through
mobile phone usage without insight to how their data is created,
managed, curated, and preserved in the background. In other words,
only encountering data in its fnal format shapes the way they
learn about the data. Loukissas makes a related argument, and
advocates for understanding “data settings”—not just data sets—as
a component of a critical approach to data [38].
Data workers in our workshops thus received and accepted their
project data in its fnal format without acknowledging its source or
the processes that made it. By accepting the data in its fnal format,
we mean that the data workers presented the data as they found it,
which was mainly in the form of text (or numbers), and used those
statistics to create graphics such as pie, graph, and line charts. This
is problematic because it grants data undue authority, and overlooks
the social, cultural, material, and technical conditions of data. In
order to be critical and present accurate narratives related to the
data, data literacy emphasizes the importance of understanding the
context of the data and its origin—including who was involved in
the data lifecycle process.
We at frst interpreted these fndings as a lack of engagement
with the process of data work and a lack of criticality in the exploration of data they sourced as a lack of epistemic agency. Epistemic
agency would have been demonstrated if the data workers felt
empowered to be skeptical of the process and developed critical
perspectives about the data. Upon refection, this should be unsurprising given the work context. As previously mentioned, the
context of most critical data literacy programs are K-12 education
and community engagement events. These contexts are often already critical, or at least already set within a context of inquiry.
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This is not the case for the context of work. In a work context, it is
important to acknowledge and respect work subjectivities, power
dynamics, and cultural context including racial identity, stereotypes,
and assumptions about who can and cannot question authority. We
return to this fnding to illuminate broader implications of our work
at the end of this paper, and discuss how issues of epistemic agency
could foster a more diverse data science. This issue was also salient
in the ways race was treated in the data presentations.

6.2

Encountering Race, Racism, and its
Ordinariness, Through Data Work

The experience of another data worker named Valen demonstrates
how experiences and work with data revealed the ordinariness
of race and racism. Valen is in her mid 20s and the proud parent
of a young child. Like Jordan, Chase, and Riley (who you’ll meet
next), she lives in the English Avenue neighborhood. In addition
to being employed by DataWorks, Valen is also a security guard at
the university. Her shifts as a security guard start mid-afternoon,
so she often went straight from one job to another, and also picked
up security shifts over many weekends.
Valen has a commanding presence. She stands out among the
data workers by already demonstrating an interest in taking on
more responsibility. Her voice captures the room when she speaks,
as she shares her thoughts with passion. Yet, even when appearing
to be confdent, she often confded her anxiety by mentioning
“Whoa, I am so nervous” when asked to speak in front of the group.
She often speaks of her dream to go to a Historically Black College
just a short walk from her home, but for now has put her creativity
toward other eforts. For example, she excitedly talked about her doit-yourself projects, taking budget-friendly furniture and décor and
creating masterpieces to “spruce up” her room. Valen is considering
real estate as another way for her to make money, and something
she might be good at noting the large number of houses for sale in
her neighborhood, but that most of them are not afordable to her
or her family and friends. Perhaps not surprisingly, Valen decided
to look into the topic of gentrifcation.
Valen began by looking for data about her neighborhood and
the homes within it. She was surprised when her search results
returned information about historic homes just a few blocks from
her own that were owned by civil rights activist Maynard Jackson
and Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. She had no idea that
Jackson and King had lived in her neighborhood, and was emotional
when she found out. Her emotions were complex, both proud and
distraught. She was proud that she lived in this neighborhood
where civil rights leaders had lived, but distraught that she did not
know that these homes—and the legacy of her neighborhood—might
be lost. As she continued her research, she continued to express
surprise. Though she knew rents and the cost of homes were rising
in her neighborhood, she had not known how widespread this was
across the city she lived in, nor that so many others were concerned.
Through her search for data, she became aware of some of the
conditions and complexities afecting real estate and gentrifcation.
One such insight concerned the development of a walking path
through an adjacent neighborhood. This walking path would make
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the neighborhood more appealing, and connect it to other neighborhoods across the city. Valen realized that this amenity would
mean that the cost of housing would increase further.
Valen encountered racism in diferent forms through her data
work. To be sure, as a Black person in a southern state in the
United States, Valen saw racism every day. Data did not suddenly
make racism apparent to her. What her search for data—and the
data itself—prompted was an additional perspective on race and
racism in her life, neighborhood, and city. She became aware of
what she had not been taught about her own neighborhood, and
about how the housing conditions afecting her neighborhood were
part of a larger pattern. She began to realize the range of actors
involved in this process, including those involved in real estate.
For instance, in her presentation Valen stated, “Many developers,
to me, think they’re just old buildings but they’re big artifacts to
the neighborhood.” She also connected housing insecurity to class,
through the data she sourced, saying, “This data goes back to the
employment rates, which show people within the community that
have minimum wage jobs and not career balance income.” Valen
spoke about income, “outsiders” coming into the neighborhood,
and issues related to the historical quality of civil rights workers’
homes. However, she did not explicitly name racism as an issue of
gentrifcation of her neighborhood and did not use race as a way
to dissect the data she presented.
Throughout all of the workshops, we were surprised that race
and racism were not more present in the data workers discussions,
particularly since the issues they chose were entwined with race.
This lack of articulation may be due to the very ordinariness of
racism in their lives. Valen’s initial lack of awareness of their neighborhood’s connection to the history of civil rights and the racist
undertones of real estate, is not surprising. In fact, it is indicative
of a tenet of critical race theory: racism is ordinary. As OgbonnayaOgburu et al. note, “Racism is pervasive and ordinary in our society’s digital platforms and the larger socio-technical systems in
which they are embedded. . . we have to shed light on the hidden
traces of racism and acknowledge them” [30]. What Valen encountered through her data work was another manifestation of racism
made ordinary. She did not need to call out race or racism, as it was
obvious to her and to all who saw her presentation that the predominantly and historically Black neighborhood she lived in was
becoming gentrifed by white people. While the data she sourced
did not identify race, racism was implied with each article that
spoke about class and economics.
Valen is an example of how the lived experiences of data workers
in the DataWorks program infuenced their choice of topics, and
also how the data they worked with caused them to think about
their lived experiences diferently. For instance, race and racism
were apparent in data presented by Chase and another data worker
named Riley concerning mental health resources and gun violence,
respectively. But none of them called out racism in the data they
presented. It was so embedded in the issues that it was an ordinary
part of the issue, not a unique fnding. In addition, related to the
fnding presented on the work context above, the racial makeup
of the workplace (the senior members of the program are white)
might have shaped whether the workers felt comfortable talking
about race and racism.
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Building from our previous section, Valen is also an example of
how, on one hand, the data workers did not develop critical perspectives on the data. However, on the other hand, they did develop
critical perspectives on the topic—the conditions the data is meant
to represent. The discovery of the relevant data that Valen found
led her to refect on the sociotechnical factors she had personally
experienced. Recalling concepts of data literacy and critical data
literacy, the data workers were developing data moves that brought
them to an understanding of the sociotechnical perspective, rather
than the mechanical perspective [41]. Of course, the mechanical
and sociotechnical perspectives need to be combined to achieve
critical data literacy. Therefore, what is needed is to bring those mechanical (or technical) concepts into relation to the sociotechnical
insights.

6.3

The Personal is Communal and
Intersectional

The fnal theme we introduce in this section highlights that what
is oftentimes considered to be personal is also communal and intersectional. Data worker Riley chose the topic of gun violence and
related his own experiences to this theme. Riley is also in his early
20s and from the English Avenue neighborhood. From day one,
Riley arrived at work dressed to impress. He wore pleated pants,
a pressed shirt, a suit jacket and, at times, a blue high school letterman jacket—still proudly showing of his high school marching
band afliation, though he graduated years ago. Unlike the others,
Riley was not one to carry a book bag and opted to travel light to
and from the workplace. Riley speaks rarely and softly, and it could
be difcult to hear him in meetings over others who were more
boisterous. But he is also observant, always watching and learning.
If you want to learn about anime, he is your go-to person, stashing
anime fgures under his computer monitor next to a picture of Kobe
Bryant. Some days, as he worked, you could hear the sounds of
HBCU bands coming from his computer speakers. Though he didn’t
still perform in marching bands, it was still meaningful to him.
The topic Riley chose to pursue was gun violence. He had previously mentioned his aspiration to become a police ofcer, and he
connected that topic to this aspiration:
“So why did I choose this topic? Well, one of the main
reasons is because I want to be a police ofcer. And
why I want to be a police ofcer is because in my
community I see a lot of things I don’t like and I feel
like I can make it a safer place. And it’s also like gun
violence is a topic that needs to be spoken about and
don’t have a solution.”
We began the workshops with prompts for data workers to consider topics of interest to them, and connect to their lived experience,
so the connection to personal experience and aspirations was to be
expected. What is notable is how Riley framed these topics from
the perspective of his community. Community, as he used the term,
referred to neighborhoods. His neighborhoods were defned both
geographically and racially; they were a distinct bounded area, and
also historically Black—a factor that was signifcant to his data
project. A defning quality of his project, then, is his communal and
intersectional perspective united his individual subjectivities with
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attachments and commitments to the social groups he saw himself
being part of.
In other words, Riley shows why we, as researchers, should not
assume that “the personal” is necessarily individual. Such an understanding echoes work emerging from personal informatics, which
argue that “individual concerns become inevitably entangled with
the lives of others—partners, children, colleagues, and employers”
[16]. Emerging theories and principles of data feminism [15], as
well as intersectional perspectives, have long argued for an understanding of subjectivities that are irreducible to singular identities
[37].
More generally, this notion is also evident in how Riley saw gun
violence as a topic that needs to be addressed through his potential
future career in criminal justice. He explained that gun violence
was “a topic that needs to be spoke about, like it’s something I
mainly see in my community that’s like a number one problem
for us.” By framing the issue this way, Riley was simultaneously
looking toward the future with a career in criminal justice, while
also looking at his past.
Riley’s broader experiences in relation to his choice of topic further highlighted how the personal could be intersectional. Specifcally, we primarily noticed the intersection between race and gender.
Riley shared with us that the actions of youth and his peers often
concerned him, and he wanted to help contribute to a solution.
After experiencing the loss of his friend and another friend to incarceration, he shared that he, “just felt like what’s the point? Why are
we doing this?” He also shared that “we’re dying and we’re dying
young... it’s going faster than what it should be.” Riley’s remarks
expressed his sincere concern about how the issue of gun violence
has not only afected his personal lived experiences, but also the
experiences and lives of other Black men whom he was close with.
Jordan expressed similar sentiments when discussing her topic
about how bullying afects mental health. She chose the topic for
two reasons: because it was familiar to her and she saw that existing eforts to address the topic were lacking. She stated, “I knew
more about [bullying] than any other topic that I wanted to do
so that’s why I chose it.” She also described how, in high school,
the anti-bullying campaigns were inefective for her and her peers.
She believed that data might be a way to convince others in her
community of how pervasive and damaging bullying is. In this way,
data might foster greater awareness. For Valen, her concern with
gentrifcation was grounded in concern about her and her family’s
homeownership, the efects of gentrifcation on others who lived
in her neighborhood, and the efects of gentrifcation on the legacy
and future of Black activism in her city. Her desire to become a real
estate agent was, similar to Riley, both a personal aspiration and a
means for supporting Valen’s community.
Through their projects the data workers present issues as both
personal and communal, relating to them as members of a community. This is similar to what Peck et. al [26] refer to as “social framing”
in their research into how novices understand and make use of data
visualization: “Instead of ranking [data] charts and graphs based
on which forms were most efective to them, these workers were
concerned about the efectiveness of charts and graphs for other
people” [26]. At the same time, a critical perspective might fnd both
Riley’s and Valen’s perspective difcult, because their career aspirations were implicated in the very issues they wanted to address.
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The real estate industry enables and profts from gentrifcation, and
the police are entwined with gun violence. But this complexity of
subjectivities, this intersectionality, is precisely the condition of
these data workers’ lives and the neighborhoods they seek to afect.
This is not to lessen that problematic interplay, but to recognize
and respect it as a very real set of intermingling circumstances,
desires, and futures that should be attended to.
Altogether, our third theme begins to highlight that as we (collectively as a research community) develop concepts of critical data
literacies, we should attend to how data (and its representation)
not only connects to, expresses, and moves individuals. Data also
connects to, expresses, and perhaps even moves communities and
people whose race and gender (amongst many other axes) can
infuence people’s experiences with social issues. Schlesinger et.
al [57] challenged researchers to “increase our attention to the
ways multiple facets of identity interact with one another when
framing users lived experiences” [57]. This insight contributes to
research attempting to design for efects beyond the singular or
group category of “the user” or “users,” and to consider more expansive collectives. One way to conceive of data literacies informed by
critical race theory, broadly construed, is that the interpretation and
use of data should be framed “beyond the individual.” Criticality
is not solely indexed by how an individual interprets the data in
relation to themselves, but how they interpret the data in relation
to a communal or intersectional experience or situation.

7

CRITICAL REFLECTIONS ON DATA
LITERACY

Stepping back from the experiences of the data workers and refecting on the workshops and DataWorks more generally brings into
focus further issues. One of the core concepts of critical race theory
is that liberalism as a political and legal philosophy may, in fact,
hinder anti-racist agendas, perhaps even inadvertently advancing
implicit bias [13]. This possibility gave us researchers pause. In
what ways might DataWorks as a program be ensnared in problematic ideals and subjectivities? Upon refection, one concern is the
focus of DataWorks on traditional notions of data literacy. What
is usually meant by data literacy are skills in the discernment and
application of numeric data as information. Of course, there are
many variations of data literacy, but many of them are reducible to
this general concept. These skills and how they are measured tend
to be grounded in traditional Western notions of what constitutes
data. Even more broadly, they are anchored in assumptions of what
constitutes veracity and objectivity: understandings of accuracy
and legitimacy, coupled with values of detachment and neutrality.
But the social sciences and humanities have demonstrated that
concepts such as veracity and objectivity are not universals. Rather,
they’re perspectives instantiated through social and cultural practices [4, 5, 26]. As such, we need to consider how our focus on
DataWorks as a program to develop data literacy might be reproducing and reinforcing hegemonic values and practices.
One way hegemony manifested was through our analysis of the
data worker’s projects. In the discussion of the fnal presentations
by the data workers, we found ourselves calling out moments when
they misinterpreted statistics or presented incomplete data as if it
was comprehensive. In both the discussion of the workshops and
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the presentations, and throughout our analysis and interpretation,
we also found ourselves calling out moments when the data workers
seemed to be decidedly uncritical in their interpretation and use of
data, accepting data as a given and applying it without refection.
Herein is a conundrum. On the one hand, we need to be attentive to
these moments when the data workers make what are commonly
referred to as “mistakes” with the data. We especially need to be
attentive to these moments in which the data workers seem to not
be perceiving the social, cultural, and political consequences of data.
However, we also need to question whether such moments are really
indicative of data literacy or critical data literacy. Moreover, we need
to attend to what other qualities and markers might indicate data
literacy, beyond those that are common to our current defnitions.
For example, Loukissas [38] and Klein and D’Ignazio [11] cause us
to consider how examining the actual settings of the data can be a
marker of data literacy, because the absence of this knowledge can
lead to inaccurate analysis. If we are truly committed to a culturally
situated program, then we need to begin to work together with
the data workers to question what we defned as data literacy and
on what basis we judge certain interpretations and uses of data as
“literate.”
Furthermore, we have a nagging question about the very idea of
data literacy as a meaningful outcome. Discussions of data literacy,
including those we engage with, suggest that data literacy is an
important skill for fnancial gains and civic engagement. That is,
there is an assumption that data literacy leads to well-paying jobs
and provides agency to make decisions about politics. However,
that evidence is itself racially biased, because those fnancial gains
and civic engagement are not equally distributed. In pursing data
literacy, critical race theory and the concept of the limits of liberalism charges us to question whether data literacy is an outcome that
advantages workers, or simply continues a liberal myth about equality and individual agency, and the capacity of self-determination
in economics and politics. CRT causes us to question what is data
literacy to the data workers, and how they can help us reimagine
what data literacy should be.
Another central tenet of critical race theory is that advances
in anti-racism often occur only through interest convergence—
through programs and encounters that align with and advance the
agendas of whites and other dominant subjectivities and positions.
Is the context of work such an example of interest convergence?
Likely so. But, as with the questions concerning the problematic
aspects of liberalism in data literacy, we do not believe that to
necessarily be so. Echoing earlier refections, what is needed is
to approach the context of work critically. Our eforts to explore
the context of data work may be an opportunity to address racism
through interest convergence and chart a path forward that will
examine the impact of racism in the work. Rather than simply
asking how a program like DataWorks can provide job training,
we must also ask how a program like DataWorks can contribute to
new imaginaries of contemporary labor, imaginaries, and practices
that do not simply reinforce and reproduce the interests of the
dominant Western, white, male, heteronormative cultures of data
and computing.
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IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this section, we summarize four additional implications from
our work in this paper. The frst implication focuses on what it
means to critically engage with the context of work to develop
more expansive and equitable understandings of data literacy. The
second, third, and fourth implications are related to the design of
future workshops and programs centered around data or novice
data workers. Through this work, we take frst steps in using Critical
Race Theory to support data literacy by providing concepts and
ideas that can be used in future work, but also necessitate further
expansion in future research.

8.1

Implication 1: Critically engaging the
context of work

Our analysis of the workshops shows how data workers were not
called upon to question the data they were processing in their
everyday work. They were asked to (and paid to) process data as
directed by the project. Any lack of criticality in these workshops,
then, should refect back not upon the data workers, but upon
ourselves and our structure of the work environment. As Philip et.
Al [50] share:
“Educators rooted in critical pedagogy argue that our
contemporary schooling system tends to highlight the
interests of groups such as corporations, the middleclass, and Whites, while obscuring the histories and
perspectives of unionized labor, the poor, and racialized groups that struggled against slavery, conquest,
and exploited labor. Such partial portrayals reinforce
inequitable and unjust processes in society and limit
the range of alternative possibilities with which people might imagine and engage with the world.”
This situation is exacerbated in the workplace, the very context
that tends to, as Philip notes, problematically dominate education.
When we conceptualize a critical data literacy, especially from
the Frierian perspective that informs our work [50, 64], we must
account for the dominant conditions of work that obfuscate the very
histories and perspectives a critical data literacy is meant to bring
to the fore. This challenge is further compounded in this particular
work environment. Given the inherent lack of criticality in data
science as a professional practice, as a form of labor, how should we
introduce and support critical data literacy? In other words, though
perhaps it is obvious upon refection, it seems important to bluntly
state that it is not enough to create the conditions of epistemic
agency and scafold data science skills. Criticality itself must be
scafolded, and the context of work stands as a barrier because its
context is, historically and predominately, un-critical.
Following from one of the tenets of CRT, it may be our own
liberal bias, as we discussed earlier, that leads us to expect that the
data workers would develop a critical perspective to data or the
process in the context of work [43]. As academics, developing a
personal approach and skepticism are part and parcel of our work.
We are rewarded for these qualities. But that is not the case in most
work contexts. Certainly, it is not the case for most entry-level
positions that have been the experience of these workers to date.
For example, if Chase were to arrive at her new job and suddenly
invent new approaches to their assigned tasks and question the
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content of those tasks, she might not keep that job for long. The
assumption that Chase would develop these personal and critical
perspectives in the context of work, particularly without scafolding,
is unreasonable. It is an expression of our own liberal bias about
an inherent “good” of criticality, and our belief in the agency of
individuals—a mismatch between theories of epistemic agency in
learning and the realities of labor in the work environment and
Black people in American society.
Thus, one conclusion that we draw from DataWorks is that we
need to critically engage the context of work itself. Developing
literacies, perhaps even data literacies, in the context of work tends
to belie criticality. The phrase “tends to” is important because the
context of work is not fundamentally oppositional to critical perspectives. There is a signifcant and growing body of scholarship
that addresses alternative labor practices, some in relation to data
work [58]. If we want to pursue a critical data literacy in the context of work, then the context of work must itself be approached
as an environment and process open to critique and refguration.
This conclusion leads us to a consideration of the limits of liberalism, and how the context of work itself may be a trap of interest
convergence.

8.2

Implication 2: Contextual support for
novices developing critical data
perspectives

As outlined in the literature review, understanding the power of
data and those who shape the data we use is often not part of basic
data literacy [64]. Instead, we need to look toward critical data
literacy, and fndings from the workshops that support assertions
that understanding the context of work is a cornerstone to examine
data critically [11, 48]. We argue that providing contextual support
in future workshops and programmatic design will allow novices
to perceive data diferently than when interacting with it without context. For example, having knowledge about the harmful
efects of being aggressively surveilled—particularly the aggressive
surveillance of selected racial groups—can impact mental health.
Knowing this context may lead novices to diferent conclusions
drawn from quantifed data produced by surveillance. The contextual knowledge of topics that data addresses, paired with multiple
approaches to interpreting data, should strengthen the novices’
critical perspectives. Moving novices’ perspectives on data from
impact through scale to impact through accuracy with context is a
frst step in critical data literacy.

8.3

Implication 3: Design for the presence of
race

Although race was not directly accounted for when constructing
the workshops, race had a presence and impact within the topics the
data workers selected. Their stories about their lived experiences
showed how race has a presence in how novices interact with data
to solve various issues. The workers selected topics, which were all
closely aligned with issues of race, yet never explicitly addressed
race. CRT may explain this lack of acknowledgement of race by
the data workers; the ordinariness of race in their everyday lives
made it unremarkable. Or perhaps the data workers were concerned
about protecting the white researchers and faculty, causing them
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to self-censor [43]. Alternatively, a critical data literacy perspective
also suggests that the “objectivity” baked into data may have left
them without room to consider race [11]. When designing for data
literacy programs more generally, intentional considerations of
race should be part of the process, and attention given to how race
and racism may afect the topics learners select and they data the
choose to investigate and express those topics.

8.4

Implication 4: Shift from professional to
personal data practices

The workshops were intentionally shaped by the interests of the
data workers to engage their epistemic agency in their learning processes [39]. By allowing each data worker to exercise agency over
their topic and direction of their projects—which is diferent from
the data projects they work on for clients—they were motivated to
fnd, learn, and present data in new ways that pushed their skills.
As outlined in the description of the workshops, we are surprised
they did not transfer their day-to-day tasks cleaning and preparing
data to these personal projects. But the personal projects did serve
as a vehicle for the facilitator to teach about why data preparation was important, and to motivate the data workers to learn how
to make visualizations on their own. This fnding highlights two
things. First, the data workers may have been building technical
skills with their daily tasks, but they were not building transferable
knowledge to other contexts in their lives. Second, their personal
contextual interest in data was more motivational than the client
pushing them to understand what they can do with data. Both professional data practices and personal data practices infuence one
another, which in turn strengthens them. Examining how novices
learn about professional practices through examples relating to
their lived experiences can arguably aid their approach to data
work. Similarly, the novices’ expertise of their lived experience can
be useful in learning about professional data work practices.

9

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described and analyzed a workshop developed
for DataWorks, a work training program that leveraged principles
of legitimate peripheral participation to develop a community of
practice centered around paid data work. One purpose of DataWorks was to broaden our appreciation of what counted as data
work beyond the commonly lauded practices of expert data scientists. Through DataWorks, we hope to draw attention to, better
understand, and better support a range of labor practices and environments that involve working with data. In tandem, we sought
to broaden participation in data work beyond the race, class, and
gender biases that characterize most data science and technology
work. This broadening demanded an intersectional approach that
engaged with methods and theories that foregrounded issues of
race, class, and gender. In our analysis, we have drawn on Critical
Race Theory to attune us to these issues. From this, we identifed
three themes: tensions between epistemic agency, critical data literacies, and the work context; encountering race, racism, and its
ordinariness through data work; and the personal is communal
and intersectional. We have also ofered suggestions for approaching designing data literacy activities, taking into account critical
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race theory: critically engaging the context of work; providing contextual support for novices developing critical data perspectives;
designing for the presence of race; and shifting from professional
to personal data practices.
We recognize and embrace the limitations of this work. Our
cohort is small, and there are deeper connections yet to be made
with Critical Race Theory and other scholars. We consider this paper
to be the start of an extended engagement with both the practice of
data work and an expanded feld of theory. What we have shared
in this paper are observations, themes, and implications that form
the basis of ongoing work. We also believe these observations,
themes, and implications make a meaningful contribution to the
human-computer interaction community.
There is an important and growing commitment to intersectionality and (more generally) issues of justice and equity within the
HCI community. One swath of that research attends to the context
of technology work, and how current work practices and environments are exclusionary. Another swath of that research attends
to data literacy, and how data and data practices are exclusionary.
Our interest is in how these swaths overlap. As eforts to broaden
participation and cultivate data literacy with historically minoritized and underrepresented groups in computing continue to grow,
our work in this paper further shows why researchers should embrace critical and refective perspectives. Such critical perspectives
should be intersectional and attend to how race, class, and gender
fgure into patterns of exclusion and oppression with and through
data. Such critical perspectives should also extend beyond data
to include the feld of computing itself, calling into question our
assumptions of what computing is and is not, both as domain of
research and profession. The issues that a truly critical refective
practice raise will be uncomfortable and will challenge conventions
and expectations; however, we believe such work is imperative. To
broaden participation in computing, we must do more than make
its dominant culture more accessible; we must transform the very
culture of computing.
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